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Zain, the leading digital service
provider in Kuwait, celebrated and
recognized its employees at the

annual Ramadan ghabqa gathering held at
Courtyard Marriott Hotel - Al Raya Hall.
The event witnessed the attendance of
Zain Vice-Chairman and Group CEO
Bader Nasser Al-Kharafi, Zain Group
CEO-Operations Scott Gegenheimer, and
Zain Kuwait CEO Eaman Al-Roudhan. 

This year’s ghabqa gathering centered
around the eighties theme, where Kuwaiti
actor Dawoud Hussain took Zain employ-
ees to a nostalgic trip of beautiful memo-
ries from the eighties era. The annual
Ramadan ghabqa gathering is one of
Zain’s main social programs held for its
employees during the Holy Month of
Ramadan of every year. The event brought
together staff and senior executive man-
agement together, further strengthening
the links between members of the Zain
family, and renewing the spirit of team-
work it enjoys being the leader in the
Kuwaiti telecom market. 

Addressing the guests, Kharafi said:
“first, I would like to welcome the entire
Zain family here at this wonderful gather-
ing at such a blessed time of year, and I
take this opportunity to express my
delight in the milestones we have reached
together that have placed Zain in the lead-
ership position it enjoys today”. 

Kharafi spoke about the eighties era,
which was the theme of this year’s event:
“we all surely have a lot of beautiful mem-

ories from the eighties, and many of us
relate to this period with stories and
experiences that we cannot forget. Today,
I do not regard this gathering as an official
event, but I am among my family. The time
I spent at Zain makes me feel home, and
you’re all my sisters and brothers”. 

Kharafi expressed his pride in the com-
pany’s recent accomplishments in the
telecom sector: “today I am extremely
proud of the fact that Zain’s network is
one of the very best, and this has not been
possible without the great efforts exerted
by our technical team. I challenge anyone

to go to Europe and not miss Zain’s net-
work in Kuwait, and I always aspire to
find a network that matches the stability
and steadiness of Zain’s network when I
personally travel abroad”.  Kharafi further
explained: “as for our operational per-
formance, we have achieved very excel-
lent numbers recently in regard to our
revenue, EBITDA, and bottom line. This
achievement was possible because of
your efforts as a team”. 

Kharafi added: “As I see it myself, num-
bers are not the important factor here,
which is our responsibility towards our
shareholders, but what makes me truly
happy is the culture change Zain went
through, and the wonderful spirit we see
among Zain members every day. This is
true not just in Kuwait, but across all our
operations. We are happy to fulfill our
duty and commitment towards our share-
holders, and the company’s success in
continuing the growth of its operations,
but at the same time, we are also very
delighted of what we have achieved on the
workplace cultural change level”. 

Kharafi continued: “If we visit any of
the countries in which Zain operates, we
find the same culture, the same spirit, and
the same initiatives, which all center
around the culture of giving that we spoke
of two years ago. Today, every member of
the Zain family embodies this culture and
even live by it. I personally believe that
our beautiful values are what makes us
truly happy, not numbers and statistics.
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Zain Vice-Chairman and Group CEO Bader Nasser Al-Kharafi (center), Zain Group CEO-Operations
Scott Gegenheimer, and Zain Kuwait CEO Eaman Al-Roudhan during the ghabqa.

Al-Kharafi, Gegenheimer, and Al-Roudhan Recognizing Bader Al Shammari’s 20 years of service.

Zain Vice-Chairman and Group CEO Bader Nasser Al-Kharafi speaks during the event.


